Abstract: Judicial independence reform in Taiwan was pioneered by a group of reform-spirited judges from Room 303 of the Taichung ( , Taizhong) District Court, in 1993. Rather than joining the mass movement that was unfolding on the streets, the reformers formed a coalition with other judges to trigger reform from within the judiciary. The reformers appealed to the rule of law and democracy as a movement strategy for mobilization. As a result, the movement strategy turned out to be a great success, and Room 303 became the chief engine for further judicial reforms in subsequent years. However, the movement strategy in itself also presents some limitations. This paper examines why the movement strategy was successful and how its limitations eventually created problems that hinder further judicial reforms in Taiwan.
Introduction
Judges are the protectors of judicial independence. Unless judges consciously protect judicial independence, judicial institutions alone do not ensure the absence of political encroachment on a given judiciary. Judges have also played an essential role herein by the issuing of certain rulings during trials, particularly those trials that have taken place under a corrupt or controlled judicial system. "Ultimately, ensuring the development of judicial independence is the responsibility of the judiciary itself; it is up to the judiciary to act independently" (Dakolias 1995 (Dakolias -1996 ). However, not everyone (including some judges themselves) recognizes the importance of having judicial independence (Fiss 1993: 57) . Even though judges are often protected by law, Ferejohn makes a similar argument about their potential stance: "providing personal protection is no guarantee that they will respond to law and the constitution in desirable ways" (Ferejohn 1999: 354) .
In reality, judges rarely lead judicial independence reforms since those judges themselves might be the target of the reform. After all, they might enjoy some advantages in a non-independent judicial system, and they might have been trained and disciplined to serve a particular regime. German judges legitimized Hitler's power and the Holocaust (Müller 1991) . In Chile, the Supreme Court gave a green light to the military to carry out a coup d'état when tensions arose between the Justices and President Salvador Allende. The court even legitimized the subsequent military regime (Prillaman 2000: 140; Barros 2002) . In the United States of America, where the judiciary enjoys relatively high levels of independence, Supreme Court Justices tried to avoid the controversial issue of slavery even though they knew that slavery was morally unrighteous (Cover 1975) . Therefore, it might be quite naïve to expect judges to initiate a judicial reform process.
Regarding developments in the judicial independence reform movements, the major differences between the case of Taiwan and that of other Third Wave democracies are as follows: first of all, unlike the experiences of many countries -as well as the findings of judicial independence theories that emphasize the importance of politicians or international organizations (Ramseyer and Rasmusen 2003; Maravall and Przeworski 2003; Chavez 2004; Domingo and Sieder 2001) -politicians rarely play an important role in the process of Taiwanese judicial independence reform. There might be different reasons for them to carry out judicial reform. However, the reason that is most commonly known is the prevention of the judiciary becoming a political weapon for their political rivals to utilize after a regime change. Also, some politicians might break their own promises of judicial reform and re-gain their control over the judiciary. To some other politicians, the motivations and strategies for judicial reform are more subtle. By the process of judicial reform, a regime might come to share power with political and judicial elites who hold the same ideology or political beliefs, in order, ultimately, to strengthen its own hegemonic rule.
The second characteristic of Taiwan's judicial independence reform was that it was carried out within the judiciary. Taiwan was not a member of the United Nations and did not have a diplomatic relationship with many other countries. These international organizations can offer not only resources but also help devise a plan for judicial reform (Dakolias 1995 (Dakolias -1996 Prillaman 2000; Domingo and Sieder 2001) . Because the government and judiciary in some countries are seriously corrupt, they need external aids in order to be able to carry out judicial reform. International organizations that play a key role in the judicial reform in many Third World countries did not appear in Taiwan. The major activists of judicial reform were judges and prosecutors from within the judiciary itself. Third, these reform-minded judges and prosecutors occupied almost the lowest rungs of the judicial system; that is, District Courts and District Public Prosecutors Offices.
However, the case of Taiwan is unique. A group of reform-spirited judges from Room 303 of the Taichung (Taizhong) District Court began the judicial independence reform process in Taiwan, and they adopted a movement strategy in the name of the rule of law and democracy. The reformers of Room 303 hailed from the lowest rungs of the judicial hierarchy in Taiwan. In fact, they were the most vulnerable to punishments and control because the Taiwanese judicial system had inherited the civil law tradition from Japan and Germany. Like other civil law countries, Taiwan has a career judge system. After passing examinations, students accept training for about one and half years in the Judge and Prosecutor Training Institute. Their grades from training will decide whether they will be assigned to be a judge or prosecutor, and in which local court or prosecutor's office they will serve. After being trained, they are ranked as a semi-judge or as a semi-prosecutor. If it goes smoothly, they can apply, after four years, for a review to become a quasi-judge or quasi-prosecutor. After one more year, they can apply for another review to become a full judge or prosecutor. The status of non-full judge and non-full prosecutor are not protected by the constitution. In the meantime, judges and prosecutors with non-full status can not apply to become lawyers. It was very difficult to pass the bar exam before 1989. "Judicial service is a bureaucratic career; the judge is a functionary, a civil servant; the judicial function is narrow, mechanical, and uncreative" (Merryman 1985: 38) . In addition, internal control within the judiciary, particularly regarding the control of personnel matters, is an effective way to discipline judges (Guarnieri 2001; O'Brien and Ohkoshi 2001; Shetreet 1985) . Even Japan, a more advanced country in terms of its judicial system, practices internal control on its judges (Ramseyer and Rasmusen 2003) .
Notwithstanding this internal control, the judges of Room 303 of the Taichung District Court initiated the judicial independence reform process in Taiwan, and their movement strategy was quite creative. The results of their reform turned out to be both successful and influential. Compared to other judicial reform cases in Third Wave democracies (Dakolias 1995 (Dakolias -1996 Prillaman 2000; Hammergren 1998; Domingo and Sieder 2001) , the case of Taiwan is notably unique. It is hard to find other examples of successful judicial independence reform that was led by lower-rung judges. In Japan, left-leaning and reform-spirited judgessuch as those who joined the "Young Jurists League" -were often assigned to insignificant positions in rural courts. Judges who challenged the government publicly were punished. The famous "Naganuma Jiken Hiraga shokan" incident is one example of judicial control in Japan. Hence, even reform-spirited judges could not exert much influence on the Japanese judiciary (Ramseyer and Rasmusen 2003) .
The strategy adopted by the judges of Room 303 is the focus of this paper. The reformers adopted a movement strategy in the name of the rule of law and democracy in order to overcome the dilemma at the heart of reform and in order to justify their actions. On the one hand, the reformers tried to convince other judges to join the reform movement by resorting to the law, the language common to all judges. Through such a strategy, the reformers disguised the political significance of the reform through an emphasis on the law. The judiciary as a whole would be less alert to a depoliticized strategy, and more judges would be likely to accept the reform. On the other hand, the reformers resorted to democracy and reformed the infamous case-assignment practices through voting. However, the strategy was based on the premise of self-governance within the judicial system; that is, the internal democracy of the judiciary. Therefore, the strategy did not substantively address an issue fundamental to judicial politics, namely the relationship between politics and the judiciary in a democracy.
The current paper will discuss, first, the central dilemma for judicial independence reform in Taiwan. If a discontented judge wants to reform the judiciary, what obstacles will they face? Then, we will briefly describe the reform led by the judges assembled in Taichung District Court's Room 303. We will focus on two of the most important judicial independence reforms: the case-assignment reform and the Personnel Review Council reform. Finally, this paper will shed light on the efficacy and limitations of the movement strategy: that is, the utilization of the rule of law and democracy. These two strategies helped the reform movements to achieve some of its goals. However, they also, ultimately, prevented the reform movements from going further.
In this paper, we use "descriptive inference", not "causal inference", to study the case of Taiwan. However, while descriptive inference is less ideal and satisfactory than causal inference (King, Keohane, and Verba 1994: 75) , it can still provide a useful understanding of what occurred in the studied cases.
The Internal versus External Dilemma
Judges who are discontented with their given judicial system face three choices: exit the system, voice their discontent or exhibit unquestioning loyalty (Hirschman 1970) . Many resentful judges might choose to exit the judiciary and to pursue private careers in law or even elsewhere. Other resentful judges might simply keep quiet and accept the discipline and control existent within the judiciary. Neither choice results in a formal, transparent change to the judicial system. Judges who choose to exit might lose connections to, and influence in, the judiciary, and those who just remain silent help to maintain the status quo. If judges decide to voice their discontent, they will immediately face the dilemma of whether to speak up from within the judiciary or from outside of it. Among these three choices, voicing discontent within the judiciary can be considered the most stressful and difficult choice to make. However, such a choice might also have the most powerful effect on the judiciary and bring about the highest degree of positive change to the whole judicial system.
During the authoritarian rule of the Kuomintang (KMT) ( , Guomindang), internal reforms were impossible because the judiciary was under the strict control of the regime. As a result, external reforms were logically the choice for reformers prior to Taiwan's democratization. In the beginning, most reformers were lawyers who joined social movement organizations. They attempted to change the judicial system from outside and proposed some plans for these reforms (Hsieh 1987: 97-105) . However, since the judiciary was controlled by the KMT, the early reformers were persecuted both politically and judicially. Therefore, opposition groups soon turned their focus away from judicial reform to political reform. They realized that judicial independence reform would be implausible, if not impossible, without first achieving democracy for Taiwan.
Although some reform-spirited judges stayed within the judiciary, they had to withstand peer pressure and face possible punishment from top officials. Meanwhile, these reform-spirited judges also had to face criticism from civil reform groups, who blasted the judges for being part of the problem, and not part of the solution. As a result, many reformminded judges eventually decided to exit the judiciary. Of these, only very few afterwards remained active supporters of any judicial independence reform. A few reformers -such as prosecutors Kao Hsin-wu ( , Gao Xinwu) and Lee Zi-chun ( , Li Zichun) -chose to stay within the judiciary but also to carry out external reforms, through their joining in with street-level mass movements or through their disclosure of scandals involving the judiciary to the press. While their actions might draw significant public attention, these external reforms might, however, have been more effective in sparking interest in the issue than at making substantial changes to the judicial system per se. Besides, most judges and prosecutors favoured internal and legal means for catalysing changes because external reforms were neither ethically acceptable nor justifiable in relation to their professional practices. At the same time, however, internal and legal means were also quite implausible. Abiding by the internal rules of conduct would mean the acceptance of the flawed judicial system.
As a result, reform-spirited judges faced a dilemma. They had to choose whether to stay within the judiciary or whether to exit it. Because of their positions as judges, they could not join with other civil reformers to lobby the Legislature, to demonstrate on the streets or to cooperate with the press. They had to maintain their impartiality, as Taiwanese society expected them to. Although, in reality, judges were under the strict control of the KMT, they could not just cooperate with particular politicians. They were obliged to not engage in politics as long as they still held the status of judge. Meanwhile, they had to choose, for their movement strategy, whether to reform internally or to fight externally.
Although the reform-spirited judges were restrained by their positions, they were nevertheless heroes for judicial independence reform in Taiwan. The reform was initiated and achieved by bottom-level judges. Unlike many of the other civil reform organizations that were founded later, these judges made a direct impact on the Taiwanese judiciary. Among them, the most prominent pioneers came from the Room 303 cadre, which became the principal catalyst for further judicial reforms in the following years.
The Historical Background of Taiwanese Judicial Reform
The judiciary may be the most conservative institution in Taiwanese society. Almost all areas of Taiwanese society -including political reform movements, environment movements, student movements, worker movements and the media -started to change either before or around 1987. The judiciary itself did not make much progress until the end of 1993. Nevertheless, there are several pioneers whose failed actions enlightened some other judges and prosecutors who would become activists in the later judiciary reform movements.
Before the story of Room 303 unfolded in 1993, the efforts for judicial independence reform came from individual and isolated prosecutors and judges. Taiwanese prosecutors have a similar status to that of a Taiwanese judge. Many regulations for judges also apply to prosecutors. In fact, before 1980, judges in the High Court and the District Court were affiliated under the Ministry of Justice, not the Judicial Yuan. To date, future judges and prosecutors still accept the same training in the same institute. Judges' and prosecutors' salary is almost the same. However, there are still some major differences; for example, the degree of independence that they enjoy is different. Judges can not be asked to turn in cases while prosecutors can be. Judges face far less administrative supervision and regulation than prosecutors do. However, some of the prosecutors' reforms might also be mentioned, because judges and prosecutors are within the same judiciary in Taiwan, they have many similarities and, more importantly, their reform movements affected each other.
Three common characteristics could be found among the individual reformers. First, they were all very young prosecutors and judges who had not been fully disciplined or moulded to fit into the corrupt judicial bureaucracy. Second, all of them were later punished or forced to resign. Third, they all failed to attain their goals for reform. Nevertheless, their dauntless actions inspired more prosecutors and judges to support and to pursue reform, and the public as a result began to become aware of the corruption existent within the judiciary. Among these earliest pioneering individual reformers, three are most notable: Kao Hsin-wu ( ), Peng Shao-chin ( , Peng Shaojin) and Hsie Shuo-jong. ( Xie Shuorong). Kao was in charge of the "Wu-Su" case in 1989. Without first consulting his superior, Kao decided to arrest both Wu T'ian-hui ( , Wu Tianhui) and Wu's wife, Su Kang ( , Su Gang), for bribery and corruption. Ironically, Wu was a chairperson in the ethics department of the judiciary, while Su was a lawyer. The day of their arrest was "Judicial Day" in Taiwan.
Peng Shao-chin was in charge of the infamous "Hsiao T'ien-chan" case in 1989. The Minister of Justice at that time, Mr. Hsiao T'ien-chan ( , Xiao Tianzan) was suspected of being involved in a corruption scandal. Peng insisted on carrying out the investigation regardless of the pressure coming from top government officials. Finally, Peng, isolated by the judiciary, decided to leave Taiwan and was eventually also forced to resign his post.
Hsie Shuo-jong was a young judge in the Tainan District Court, and she secretly tape-recorded her conversation with the Chief Judge who tried to interfere with one of her trials in 1991. Hsie refused to capitulate to the Chief Judge's interference and instead handed the tape over to the Taiwanese media. The "Hsie Shuo-jong" case exemplified the problems in the Taiwanese judiciary's case-review system. The case-review system gave Chief Judges the power to review and to interfere with a trial before the judge could render his or her verdict. Although Hsie was later punished for violating judicial ethics, her actions helped create media pressure, which in turn helped to force the Judicial Yuan in to making some changes to the case-review system. Because of the reformers of Room 303, the case-review system was later abolished, in 1995.
Room 303 in the Taichung District Court
The story of Room 303 in the Taichung District Court began in 1993. Three of the major leaders of the Room 303 reformers were Kao Si-da ( , Gao Sida), Chen Han-zhou ( , Chen Hanzhou) and Lu Tai-lang ( , Lu Tailang). More judges joined the group later, and Room 303 eventually became a legendary name as well as the locus for judicial independence reform in Taiwan. However, despite being a place where reform-spirited judges assembled, Room 303 nevertheless remained an unofficial reform group throughout the reform process. Besides these three major leaders, less prominent members of Room 303 came and went at various stages during the reform movement. Hence, it is very difficult to name all of its members.
The location of the Taichung District Court might have affected the outcome of the judicial independence reform process. Taizhong is the third-biggest city in Taiwan. Some of the judges of Room 303 suspected that they might face strong resistance and hostility from the Judicial Yuan and the KMT if the reform movement was to happen in Taipei (Taibei) District Court. Taibei city is the capital of Taiwan. Central government is in Taibei and many national-level politicians also lived in Taibei. If Taipei District Court was to become out of control, it might have caused huge problems for the KMT and for the Judicial Yuan. As an indication of this, Taipei District Court and the Taipei District Prosecutors Offices were two of the most controlled units within the entire judiciary.
In general, most of the members of Room 303 were aged under 40 when they began to participate in the reform movement in 1993, and had, on average, served in the judiciary for about three to six years. As a result, while they had not yet been fully disciplined about how to fit into the corrupt bureaucracy, they still understood how the Taiwanese judiciary functioned. Most of them came from: (1) the lower-middle class (their parents had been farmers, industrial blue-collar workers and taxi drivers) and (2) the rural and suburban southern or middle parts of Taiwan, rather than from metropolitan Taibei. Most of them were also Taiwanese. The members had diverse political outlooks. Some of them supported Taiwanese independence while others supported the idea that Taiwan should be a part of China. Despite their difference of political opinions, though, they had a common goal; namely, to purse the rule of law and judicial independence in Taiwan. It should also be noted that all of the prominent members of Room 303 were male, with the exception of Chen Xian-hui ( , Chen Xianhui). The judges of Room 303 accomplished five significant reforms. These included: case-assignment reform (to promote the self-governing movement for judges), Personnel Review Council reform, judicial budget reform, detention reform and case-review reform. The last three movements also involved other actors, including the National Assembly, the Constitutional Court and political parties. The last three cases were more complicated. The former two reforms were essential to judicial independence -therefore only these two reform movements will be discussed in this paper. The KMT controlled the judiciary mainly by two means: case control and personnel control. In order to control lawsuit case assignments, the KMT had to also control personnel matters within the judiciary. Thus, case-assignment reform and case-review reform were intended to abolish the case control. The Personnel Review Council reform was intended to eliminate political interference in personnel matters. In the end, the reformers achieved substantial progress and success as a result of the five judicial reforms. Of these five reforms, the most important were the case-assignment reform and the Personnel Review Council reform, because they both adopted a unique movement strategy.
The Case-assignment Reform
The Court Organization Law provides the legal regulations governing case assignment and other judicial administration matters. The regulation requires a year-end meeting to be held by the Chief Judge, and all the judges in a court are granted the right to decide on case-assignment matters by vote. However, the Taiwanese judiciary had disregarded the regulation over the course of six decades. Before the case-assignment reform took place in 1993, the Chief Judge at each court had the power to assign lawsuit cases to judges. The Chief Judge could assign some criminal cases -particularly corruption cases -to the judges he or she favoured. Consequently, those judges would rule on the cases according to the will of the Chief Judge. Some judges even had to bribe or flatter the Chief Judge in order to be assigned to a particular case.
Therefore, case assignment was a key obstacle to judicial independence. If certain particular cases were assigned according to the Chief Judge's will, then judicial independence and a fair trial would be inconceivable. Both case control and personnel control undermined judicial independence in Taiwan. Thus, restoring the judge's own power of decision over case assignment would be the first step for the eventual success of the judicial independence reform movement.
On 16 December 1993, nine judges from Taichung District Court held a press conference and proclaimed that the power over case-assign-ment decisions should not belong to the Chief Judge. Instead, it should be returned to all of the judges. In addition, they requested the democratization of case-assignment decisions, as stated in the founding Court Organization Law. Some media called the reform a "self-governing movement". On 29 December 1993, the judges at Taichung District Court voted 41 to 34 in favour of passing a resolution to return the power over case-assignment decisions to all judges. Inspired by the success of Room 303, judges at other District Courts immediately emulated the movement strategy. Thereafter, Room 303 became the leader for further judicial reforms in Taiwan.
The Personnel Review Council Reform
The problem of judicial personnel control is a serious one in Taiwan because the initial appointment is a relatively easy occurrence. If someone can pass the judicial exam as well as the training, then he/ she will be assigned to be either a judge or prosecutor. This does not mean that the KMT did not control the judicial exam. During the authoritarian era, the oral exam was a part of the judicial exam. As such, it was impossible for someone with an anti-KMT ideology to pass the exam (Winn and Yeh 1995: 576-578) . Also, some parts of the training were similar to certain aspects of military training. The Judge and Prosecutor Training Institute could also change students' grades, which would decide their subsequent assignment. The Judge and Prosecutor Training Institute also employed a few agents from the intelligence apparatus to investigate and monitor students.
During the authoritarian rule of the KMT, personnel control was an effective way to also control the judiciary. Almost all of the important positions within the judiciary were held by party members of the KMT. Peter once argued that, in general, the danger to judicial independence may stem more from the career-advancement processes than from the process of judicial appointments. The reformers realized that judicial independence would be impossible unless they could break the KMT's control of personnel matters. Even Japan, a relatively mature democracy possessing a relatively advanced judiciary, still relies on personnel control to command its judiciary (Ramseyer and Rasmusen 2003; Guarnieri and Pederzoli 2002; Magalhaes 1999) . It was easy for the KMT to control judicial personnel matters as long as it still controlled the training and appointment of judges and prosecutors.
In the early 1990s, during Taiwan's burgeoning democratization, a "promotion map" existed within the judicial system. The promotion map laid out the plan for a judge's career advancement. According to the promotion map, every new judge would be appointed to a rural court after the completion of judicial training. However, positions in Taiwan's big cities were considered more prestigious than those in the rural areas. Among urban-based positions, those in Taibei City were considered to be the best. In order to climb up the bureaucratic ladder, a young judge needed to take a number of steps. First, the young judge had to pass two evaluations in order to be recognized as a full judge. Following on, the young judge then had to climb to the position of High Court Judge or of District Court Section Chief. After that, the judge would have the opportunity to be promoted to the Highest Court or to become Chief Judge at a District Court.
On top of the prestige, the caseload was another important reason that explains the judges' decision to climb the bureaucratic ladder. Caseloads were unfairly distributed and assigned among judges. The caseload of a Section Chief might be only one-sixth or one-eighth of the caseload of an ordinary District Court judge, and the Chief Judge was not obliged to hear any trials at all. Most importantly, judges might remain at the position of Section Chief or Chief Judge for a very long time. Hence, some of them were satirically called "thousand-year" Section Chiefs or Chief Judges.
In order to receive a recommendation for a career promotion, a judge needed to shine brightly in any evaluation that was conducted by the Chief Judge. In addition, the evaluation affected the scrutinized judge's year-end bonus. One of several important evaluation criteria was the length of service of a judge. It was a significant indicator that predicted what position a judge might hold, at least according to the promotion map. As a result, some reform-spirited judges believed that the promotion map was the natural enemy of judicial independence in Taiwan.
The Personnel Review Council within the Judicial Yuan has the ultimate power to decide on personnel matters within the judiciary. By 1994, the council consisted of 21 representatives. Of them, eleven were appointees and they were holding top positions within the judiciary. They included the President of the Judicial Yuan and the Chief Judge of the Highest Court; they were not elected by judges. The other ten representatives had been elected by judges. Before 1994, most candidates for election were recommended by the Chief Judge at District Courts. In 1994, seven members of the Personnel Review Council should have been elected from among the judges in the District Courts, two from among those in the High Courts and one from among those in the Highest Courts. Three reform-spirited judges -Lin Hui-huang ( , Lin Huihuang), Kang Shu-zheng ( , Kang Suzheng) and Huang Rui-hua ( , Huang Ruihua) -decided to undertake their reform campaign in 1994, and all of them had been elected to their posts. In the following years, more reformers were elected to judicial positions. Before the reformers' entry into the Personnel Review Council, however, only a few people in the Judicial Yuan knew how the council worked. In reality, the council had long been a rubber stamp. Nobody outside the body really knew how it arrived at decisions regarding personnel matters.
The three reformers actively participated in the Personnel Review Council and tried to make changes. Although they were only a minority, they vehemently opposed any promotion of dis-or unqualified personnel. Although they were often unable to determine or influence the outcome of a given personnel decision, they successfully blocked some disqualified or ethically-defective judges from gaining promotion. These reformers' vehement protests lasted until Judge Lu Tai-lang ( , Lu Tailang) -one of the major leaders of Room 303 -became the director of the Personnel Department in the Judicial Yuan in 1998.
The Personnel Review Council reform eventually demolished the promotion map. Additionally, two other reforms weakened the KMT's control over personnel. In 1994, the three reformers on the Personnel Review Council handed out survey forms to all judges in order to evaluate Chief Judges. Surprisingly, the results showed that most Chief Judges at District Courts had failed the evaluation. The average score for all of the Chief Judges was 54.5 out of 100, and the lowest score received by a Chief Judge was 21.9 (Wang 1994) . After these results were disclosed, several chief judges decided to retire. In the same vein, another important reform that is worthy of brief note was the election of the Section Chief. After the reforms that served to break down the regime's control over personnel, judges no longer relied solely on the Chief Judge's recommendation for their career advancement.
The Rule of Law as a Strategy
There are five characteristics that are attributable to judicial independence reform in Taiwan. First, most of the reformers came from the local District Courts, and they were all aged under 40. Second, most of the reforms were successful. Third, most of the reform-spirited judges remained in the judiciary. They believed that judicial reform was feasible only if they stayed within the judiciary. Fourth, the KMT and the Judicial Yuan did not resist the reforms. As long as the KMT was able to control the prosecutors an independent court could not do much harm to the regime. And, as long as the KMT controlled prosecutors, the latter would not be able to prosecute many KMT politicians and thus there would be few cases sent to courts. The court might become independent but powerless. As a result, when reform-minded prosecutors started to act, the KMT attacked them several times. Fifth, the reform was an internal reform led by judges; the reformers did not seek to cooperate with other civil reform groups.
Rather than pass new laws to rectify the judiciary, the reformspirited judges, as a movement strategy, asked instead for a return to the rule of law. For example, they referred to the Court Organization Law as the legal foundation for their proposed case-assignment reform. Article 79 of the Court Organization Law clearly states that "the Chief Judge, Section Chief and judges should hold a meeting to decide on the matter of lawsuit case-assignment by the end of each year". Article 80 states that "decisions on the case assignment should be made by vote at the meeting. If the yeas and nays are equal in number, the Chief Judge, serving as the chairperson of the meeting, has the right to make the final decision" (Lu 1994: 2) . When the reformers brought up the issue of case-assignment reform, they questioned the legitimacy of the judicial branch insofar as the branch had failed to abide by the Court Organization Law. In the pamphlet entitled "Our Intentions" issued by the reformers, they wrote, "We are concerned about the illegitimate process of case assignment, which undermines judges' jurisdiction" (Lu 1994: 3) .
Three advantages could be found in the strategy of the rule of law. First of all, law is the common language for all judges. In order to mobilize the masses for social reform, the reformer has to appeal to the masses with the kind of language, ideology or social framing that is comprehensible and familiar to them (Ho 2005) . In the case of judicial independence reform, judges are the ones to be mobilized. Law is not only their profession but also the language familiar to them. Therefore, the appeal to the rule of law would be the best strategy for the mobilization of judges. Besides, judges tend to reject other types of movement strategies due to legal formalism and legalism. However, the anti-reform judges also adopted the same strategy and counteracted the reformers with referral to laws such as the Court Organization Law and the Regulation of the District Court and Its Branches. The anti-reform judges argued that the Court Organization Law does not ask judges to take part in administrative tasks, which they argued included case assignment. The Regulation of the District Court and Its Branches states that "The chief judge can call a meeting in order to communicate about administrative tasks". In short, judges can give their opinions to the chief judge, but the power to decide the case assignment ultimately belongs to the chief judges alone. After all, the two groups that confronted each other consisted of judges. Therefore, it is natural that the two groups appealed to the law as their movement strategy.
Second, the strategy depoliticized the reform movement. In his analyses of Latin American judiciaries, William C. Prillaman (2000) argued that the nature of judicial reform is a political construction. The strategy of the rule of law somehow conceals the political implications of these reform movements. It not only weakens the political elites' and the judicial elites' vigilance but also helps other judges accept the appeals made by these reform movements. What is ironic is the fact that the rule of law strategy was effective in Taiwan because the judiciary did not abide by the laws. In the case-assignment reform example, power was redistributed between the Chief Judge and the judges. However, the rule of law as a strategy subtly disguised the power redistribution part at the mobilization stage. As a result, the anti-reform judges were less alert while judges of a more neutral disposition might have been attracted to the reform.
Third, the strategy provided a solution to the dilemma that the reformers faced. The reform-spirited judges were able to stay within the judicial system, and they, hence, would not be accused of encroaching on judicial independence. Meanwhile, they were also able to form a coalition with other judges. The rule of law as a strategy thus served as a mobilization tool within the judiciary. It not only justified the reformers' actions but also reflected the abnormality of the judicial system; that is, the system's disregard of the law. Moreover, the reform appeared to be a call to return to the normal judicial institution that was depicted by the law, and not as a challenge to reconstruct the judiciary.
Nevertheless, even the reform-spirited judges did not understand or explain the essence of the rule of law at the very beginning of their efforts. Although these reform-minded judges admired the rule of law and democracy, they nevertheless did not give these ideas clear definitions or boundaries. They just used them as plain symbolism. Regarding the legal regulations for case assignment, some reformers from Taichung District Court's Room 303 later admitted their own unfamiliarity with the regulations prior to 1993. However, the judicial training system in Taiwan can be held accountable for the judges' ignorance of the legal regulations. Most judges in Taiwan lack adequate knowledge of judicial administration, and they know very little about the legal regulations governing the judiciary. The reformers only began to study the Court Organization Law after they had initiated the reform. Only after they learned about the regulatory aspect did they realize that the rule of law could serve as a tool for mobilization.
Although the rule of law as a strategy helped the reformers to achieve their reform-oriented goals, the strategy in itself has since exhibited some limitations. Because the reformers themselves knew little about the essence of the rule of law, they simply borrowed the idea as a tool for mobilization and did not facilitate further discussions on how to enforce the rule of law. In addition, the strategy tackled the problems in the judiciary only one at a time; hence, it lacks a macro-view on how to improve the overall judicial branch.
Furthermore, the strategy prevented the reformers from collaborating with other reform supporters outside of the judiciary. William C. Prillaman (2000) once reminded judicial reformers that politicization might not be necessary for judicial reforms. However, reformers do also need political support to eventually achieve greater success. And, whereas depoliticized judicial reforms might achieve reformers' goals, these accomplishments are usually limited. The Room 303 reformers adopted a depoliticized movement strategy. Though the strategy was less politically-sensitive and was more acceptable to the judges, it failed to incorporate other reform supporters into the movement. The reformspirited judges rarely worked together with pro-reform lawyers, prosecutors, politicians, scholars and non-governmental organizations. Therefore, the judicial reform was limited in scope to operations within the judiciary and failed to accumulate wider social support for an overall change to the judicial branch.
Finally, the strategy could accomplish only a limited range of goals. It has been unable to function successfully in targeting other important judicial reforms -such as those pertaining to judicial democratic accountability and the appointment of judges -both of which require wider political and social collaboration. As a result, the Room 303 cadre eventually lost leadership in the subsequent reform processes.
Democracy as a Strategy
Alongside the rule of law, democracy also served as a strategy for the reformers. Both the case-assignment reform and the Personnel Review Council reform were accomplished with this strategy. For example, the reformers requested democracy and transparency for each case assignment, and they demanded that all judges should have the right to decide on a given case-assignment matter by vote (Lu 1994) .
Before the case-assignment reform, the Chief Judge alone had the power to decide on case-assignment matters and the caseload of each judge. However, the assignment was usually unfair. The Chief Judge as well as certain Section Chiefs did not need to hear any trials at all. However, the reformers eventually changed this unjust situation by the invocation of democracy. After the case-assignment reform, all the judges enjoyed the right to decide on case assignment by vote.
Although the reform-spirited judges of Room 303 were not directly involved in the democratization of Taiwan, many of them witnessed the long history of it. Since the beginning of Taiwan's democratization process in the 1980s, democracy had become a widespread social value. Hence, democracy as a strategy for the judicial reform easily attracted and received public support. When the case-assignment reform began, the media reported it as a self-governing movement for the judges. The public might not have known the details of the reform; however, the appeal to democracy and to self-governing within the judiciary was readily supported by the public.
In other words, the reformers fought against the judicial bureaucracy by their appeal to democracy, which challenged the rules of conduct within the judiciary. Democracy as a strategy successfully mobilized many neutral judges for participation in the reform process. In addition, democracy would allow lower-rung judges to have more power. The Judicial Yuan's control would weaken, and the judges would enjoy more autonomy. Consequently, the strategy was welcomed and supported by a considerable number of judges.
However, the strategy also confined democracy to a limited space within the judiciary. The reformers also only narrowly defined what way meant by "democracy". They did not intend to extend the ideal of democracy to the relationships between the judicial branch and other social-political sectors. They did not even intend to discuss the role of the judicial branch in a democratic state. Apparently, the issue of the democratic accountability of the judicial branch was not the main concern of the reformers. When they campaigned for seats on the Personnel Review Council for the first time, two candidates -Lin Hui-huang and Kang Shu-zheng -suggested that the Personnel Review Council should create more seats for representatives elected by judged and decrease the number of seats for Judicial Yuan-appointed representatives. The two reformer candidates did not ask that the Personnel Review Council host more seats appointed by political institutions, such as the President or the Legislature. It is not easy to determine what caused the judges to not be concerned with the issue of judicial accountability in a democracy. There is, however, at least one possible reason. That is that Taiwan's legal education did not extensively study political science, and particularly the issue of the role of judiciary in a democracy.
President-appointed or Legislature-appointed representatives might threaten the autonomy of the judiciary because the aforementioned representatives would have received their appointment from the authoritarian regime. Taiwan in the 1990s was still very much in the midst of transition to democracy. The judges could not fully trust those representatives appointed by the President or the Legislature; therefore, it was logical for the reformers to call for an increase in the number of judgeelected representatives on the Personnel Review Council. However, the problem of the judiciary's undemocratic nature, with its lack of accountability, became even more severe later, when fewer reform-spirited judges joined the Personnel Review Council.
On the issue of self-governance, a judge's character, particularly their personal pro-democracy traits, is essential to the continued effective functioning of the Personnel Review Council. However, democracy as a movement strategy has gradually lost its effectiveness in recent years, as fewer and fewer reform-spirited judges have remained on the Personnel Review Council. Although democracy within the judiciary was institutionalized through the initial judicial independence reform, fewer judicial reform leaders and lower-rung judges have been running for seats on the Personnel Review Council in recent years. Instead, more elected representatives come from the District Courts in major cities. As a result, the quality of democracy within the judiciary has deteriorated as the representatives have, by and large, cared more about their own interests than they have about further judicial reforms.
Personal qualities that support democracy are very important for a judge to protect judicial independence and democracy. Judging is not a mechanism. There are several factors besides law which may affect judicial decision-making, including a judge's attitude and character (Posner 2008) . However, it is unfortunate that the kind of personal qualities needed can hardly be found in the representatives on the Personnel Review Council now. The appeal to self-governing used to be an ideal to avoid political encroachment on the judiciary. Sadly, it has become an excuse for judges to remain conservative and anti-reform as the judiciary is now protected and isolated from external political forces. Democratic accountability is one of the most important issues for the future of just judicial politics in Taiwan.
Conclusion
The judicial independence reform movement in Taiwan is unique, since it was pioneered by the lower-level judges. Among them, the judges from Room 303 in the Taichung District Court played the most significant roles. Their contribution included the advance of: case-assignment reform, of Personnel Review Council reform, of detention reform, of judicial budget reform and of case-review reform. Because of their endeavours, the judicial independence reform processes in Taiwan made substantial progress and obtained considerable success.
The strategies used were one of the key elements in the success of the reforms. However, strategy alone does not determine the outcome of the reforms. Both the prosecutorial reform and the court reform in Taiwan shared similarities in strategy, and even the professional backgrounds of the reformers were quite similar. Nevertheless, the two reforms turned out to be relatively different in their developments.
The strategy for the judicial independence reform movement in Taiwan was not the same as the strategy for other social reforms, which often involve mass movements and labour strikes. The reformers adopted a strategy whereby they would reform from within the Taiwan-ese judicial system rather than a strategy that involved demonstrations on the street. Ironically, their strategy, which resorted to the rule of law and democracy, was carried out successfully because the Taiwanese judiciary disregarded both as crucial parts of the judicial branch.
Although the invocation of the rule of law and democracy strategically helped the reformers to justify their actions, the strategy itself also, ultimately, imposed limits on the judicial independence reform movement. The public was not aware of the reform because it was carried out within a somewhat isolated judiciary. As a result, the reform did not aggrandize itself to become a greater social-political movement. Consequently, important issues -such as the role of the judiciary in a democracy and the role of legislation in improving the judiciary -attracted little public attention.
Room 303 in the Taichung District Court has been a historical symbol not only for the success of the reforms but also for the very first emergence of collective introspection from within the Taiwanese judiciary. The judicial independence reform movement in Taiwan could not have achieved the substantial progress it did without the collective action that emanated from Room 303. Most previous individual efforts in this regard had ended, tragically, in vain; that is, until reformers assembled and adopted a more unified movement strategy for reform. However, their strategy also eventually imposed limitations on further subsequent reform. Unless these reformers change their conceptions of democracy and movement strategy, and cooperate with politicians and Non Governmental Organisations to change the law as well as the overall judicial institution, they will not be able to radically reform the judicial system in Taiwan.
Taiwan's judiciary became much more independent because of these reform movements. Previously, case-assignment matters were almost decided by random. All members of the Personnel Review Council came from with the Judicial Yuan and the District Courts. No politicians participated in the Personnel Review Council. In fact, Taiwanese judiciary may right now be too independent because there is no institutional arrangement to make the courts accountable to democratic politics.
Some members of Room 303 quit their jobs as judges and became lawyers after these reform movements were over in the late 1990s. However, two important members of the court reform movements, Lu Tailang and Chou Chan-chun ( , Zhou Zhangchun) were appointed as the Directors of the Personnel Bureau in the Judicial Yuan, from 1998 to 2004. The Personnel Bureau was in charge of the administration of personnel affairs and prepared personnel cases for the Personnel Review Council to decide upon. The reform-minded judges had much influence on the issue of judicial personnel. However, no reform-minded judges occupy important judicial administration positions today. The dynamics and spirit of the initial reform movement within the judiciary has right now become lost. With reliance only their own movement and power, the reform-minded can not carry the reform further unless they work together with the other reformers operating outside of the judiciary.
